
Content Vocabulary Grammar Reading Listening & Speaking Writing Content Vocabulary Reading  Writing 

1  (7-11  
December)

English File Pre-
Intermediate                  
Unit 8 

 get phrases: get angry, get better, get colder, 
get divorced, get an e-mail, get fit, get home, 
get a job, get lost, get married, get nervous, 
get a newspaper, get a present, get a prize, 
get ready, get to school, get a ticket, get to 
work, Confusing verbs: wear jewellery/ 
clothes, know sb well/ sth, hope that sth good 
will happen/to do sth, watch TV/a match, 
look happy/about 25 years old, miss the bus/ 
a class, bring your dictionar/sth back from 
holiday, look for your glasses/ a job, say sorry/ 
hello/ sth to sb, lend money to sb, hear a 
noise/ the doorbell, carry a bag/ a baby, earn 
a salary/money, meet sb for the first time/at 
11 o'clock, wait for a bus/for a long time, look 
at a photo/view, look like your mother/a 
model, lose a match/ your glasses, take an 
umbrella, your children to school, find your 
glasses/a job, tell a joke/a lie/sb sth, borrow 
money from sb, listen to music/the radio                                                                                                                              

should                            first 
conditional   possessive 
pronouns 

understanding opinions 
scanning for specific 
information    
understanding a short story 

Understanding opinions 
understaning an anectode 
using information to 
interpret a story                                                                                                                     
                                                                                               
                                            
discussing habits and 
preferences                 using 
the rigt word in 
conversation             
reacting to a story 

Writing a formal e-mail 

Reading Explorer 1  Unit 8

afraid, added, affect, 
although, angry, belief, 
collect, composer, court, 
determine, forget, 
immediately, publish,  
magical,  moment, opera, 
primarily, recognize, scary, 
text, suddenly,  suitable, 

Annotating text  (1) 
Understanding pronoun 
reference 

Cause&Effect Paragraph 

2  (14-18 
December)

English File Pre-
Intermediate                  
Unit 9

bat, bear, bee, bird, bite, bull, butterfly,camel,  
 chicken, cow, crocodile, deer, dolphin, 
elephant, fly, giraffe, goat, horse, jellyfish, 
kangaroo, lion, monkey, mosquito, mouse, 
pig, rabbit, rat, shark, sheep, snake, spider, 
sting, tiger, wasp, whale words related to 
fear: dizzy, fear of, frightened, scared, suffer 
from, terrified, biographies: marry sb, get 
married, go to primary school, go to 
university, have children, go to secondary 
school, go to university, leave school, 
separate, get a job, divorce, retire, fall in love, 

 die 

second conditional   
present perfect + for and 
since                              
present perfect or past 
simple 

understanding specific 
information         
recognizing topic links   
using textual clues to match 

 informa on with a person 

understanding facts    
taking notes     
understanding biographical 
information                 Would 
you know what to do?                                           
                                How long 
…?                    Talking about 
life events 

   

Reading Explorer 1 Unit 9

antenna, capable, collector, 
destroy, equipment, 
employed,height, illegal, in 
demand, invasive,  law, 
limited, locate, majority, 
middle, native, occupation, 
preserve, race, swamp, 
treasure, valuable, weigh, 
worth,

Identifying Exact vs. 
Approximate Numbers  
Annotatting Text (2)

Cause&Effect Paragraph 

3 (21-25 
December) 

English File Pre-
Intermediate                  
Unit 10 10A/10C/RC     
Unit 11 11A/11B

Sports words: serve, opponent, return, team, 
athlete Prepositions: under, along, round, 
through, into, across, over, up, past, towards, 
down, out of, away, back School subjects:  
art, foreign languages, geography, history, IT, 
literature, maths, PE, science Noun 
Formation: choose/choice, decide/decision

expressing movement    the 
passive                        used to                              
                             might 

understanding opinions 
finding key informations 

understanding historical 
information   understanding 
attitude   identifying main 
points in a talk                                
       Passive quiz                   
talking about school days 
choices and decisions 

Reading Explorer 1 Unit 10

according to, apply, 
archeologist, army, artifact, 
aspect, compete, confirm, 
construction, currency, 
empire, engineering, icon, 
involve, last, liquid, 
network, ordinary, protect, 
proud, reveal, role, ruin, 
task, techniques, tomb, 
warrior 

Finding Meaning (2) 
Identifying Homonyms 
Creating an Outline 
Summary 

Cause&Effect Paragraph 

4                      
(28 Dec.-            

1 Jan. )

English File Pre-
Intermediate                  Unit 
11 11C/PE              Unit 12 
12A/12C/RC

similarities and differences: as, both, 
identical, like, similar 

so, neither+auxiliaries   past 
perfect          questions 
without auxiliaries 

understanding similarities 
and differences 
understanding the order of 
events 

understanding similarities 
and differences 
understanding quiz 
questions 
finding similarities and 
differences               retelling 
a news story  general 

 knowledge quiz Reading Explorer 1 Unit 11 

alternative, avoid, ban, 
beverage, cartons, 
confusing, common, 
constant, container, 
customer, extract, globally, 
huge, impact, long term, 
partially, pollute, recycle, 
reduce, refund, roughly, 
quit, rescue, skip, 
synthethic, tax, typically, 
weak  

Understanding a Writer's 
Use of Quotes            
Finding Meaning (3)- 
Using Context 

Cause&Effect Paragraph 

2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR 
SYLLABUS FOR PERIOD 2 (B GROUPS)

WEEK MAIN COURSE READING & WRITING



5 ( 4 Jan.-8 
Jan.)

English File Intermediate        
 Unit 1

crab, lobster, mussel, prawn, salmon, squid, 
tuna, beef, chicken, duck, lamb, pork, 
aubergine, avocado, beetroot, cabbage, 
cherry, courgette (zucchini), cucumber, grape, 
green beans, lemon, mango, melon, peach, 
pear, raspberry, red pepper, bake, boil, fry, 
grill, roast, steam, eat out, cut out, cut on, 
affectionate, ambitious, anxious, bossy, 
charmiing, competitive, honest, imaginative, 
independent, insecure, mature, moody, 
patient, rebellious, reliable, self-confident, 
selfish, sensible, sensitive, sociable, spoilt, 
stubborn, friendly, kind, organized, 
responsible, tidy

Present Simple and 
Continuous, action and non-
action verbs  Future Forms: 
Present Continuous, be 
going to, will / won't

using your own experience 
to understand a text    
identifying reasons

understanding key words in 
questions, predicting 
content using visual clues       
  understanding a story        
talking about the future, 
retelling a story                  
talking about preferences, 
agreeing and disagreeing

Reading Explorer 1 Unit 12 

achieve, approach, bright, 
camp, crash,  
disappearance, effort, 
evidence, flight, head, 
investigate,  unfortunately, 
path, pretend, prisoner, 
prove, reef, response, 
section, shine, spy, suffer, 
thirst,unlikely,  whatever

Summarizing: Using a T-
chart (2) Recognizing 
Degrees of Certainty 

Cause&Effect Paragraph 

6 (11-15 Jan.) 
English File Intermediate        
 Unit 2

be worth, borrow, can't afford, charge, cost, 
earn, inherit, invest, lend, owe, raise, save, 
waste, pay by, pay for, spend for, invest in, 
lend to, borrow from, charge in, get into, bill, 
budget, contactless payment, insurance, loan, 
mortgage, salary, tax, take off, pay back, live 
out, live on    

Present Perfect and Past 
Simple, Present Perfect + 
for / since, present perfect 
cont.

understanding 
paragraphing   
understading the order of 
the events

listening for facts            
checking hypotheses, 
listening for specific 
information   talking about 
money and experiences                              
                      How long…?, 
talking about extremes

Reading Explorer 2  1 A

addiction, advertise, battle, 
cut down on, drug, efficient, 
facilities,   recommend, 
storing, obvious

Skimming for the Main 
Idea of Paragraphs 

Cause&Effect Paragraph 
REVISION

7 (18-22 Jan.)
English File Intermediate        
 Unit 3

coach, ferry, lorry, motorbike, motorway, 
scooter, tram, the Underground, van, belt, car 
crash, cycle lane, parking fine, pedestrian 
zone, petrol station, road works, rush hour, 
seatbelt, speed camera, speed limit, taxi rank, 
traffic lights, traffic jam, zebra crossing, set 
off, pick up, end up, run out of, look out, 
watch out

Choosing between 
comparatives and 
superlatives,                 
Articles: a/an, the, no article

confirming predictions   
understanding the main 
point in a paragraph

confirming predictions 
understanding points of 
view    tourist role-
play,giving opinions                                 
                 generalizing, 
talking about childhood

Reading Explorer 2   1B 

continent, crop, flavor, 
historic, scale, produce, 
quality, seed, suggest,  
variety, 

Identifying the Purpose of 
Paragraphs 

Cause&Effect Paragraph 
Opinion Paragraph 
REVISION 


